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Earthquakes occunriig

at d l f f i m t f t o g n ^ l e a l

l o M t l o a s art

B u o e i t t i d with the tvolatimi p r o e m

plaaet Earth.

The aaiaale elastic

m

m

that

of the

sample

latarior o f tha Earth travalllBg froa its aoureas

tha

to

tha

reeordlag statloas, provide tha oaly laforaatlona which ahaa
asalyaed eaa reveal to a graat exteat, tha i a t a m a l propart*
las a a d structure of tha daap latarior.

Too vary laportaat

parameters, primarily tha eoapraaaloaal an d ahaar vara velocity distributions Inside tha Earth, can laad to tha determ
inations o f tha dlffaraat propartlaa Ilka
ate.

Another paraaatar k a o v a aa Q (or

density, viscosity
),

relatad

to tha

attaaaatloa o f tha aaiaale waves, tails a good deal about tha
behaviour o f tha matarlala vlthla tha Earth'a latarior

aad

also provldea a aaaaura o f Its aaalaatle propartlaa laeludlag
tha tharaal aa d physical states
Although tha earthquakes coatiaue to be tha aajor
sources of data for these studies, tha auclear explosions
also have ao v emerged

as a prise aa d sost sought after sou

rces o a Its ov a right due to sosa of Its advaatages, such as
their correct locatloas, time of oceurraacas, aaargy yield ,
ate.

Over aad above these, ' it

has also

facilitated

tha

2
u m

of the seismic phases that arrive later than the

first

phase which helps to reduce some of the ambiguities that resu
lt

when a seismic structure Is constructed on the basis

only the first arrivals* Adequately used, seismic waves

of
from

both these sources have yielded enough informations about the
properties of the interior of this planet*

1*1 Seismic study i a brief review i

The increasing number of sophisticated instruments
like short period and long period seismometers, gravimeters,
tiltmeters, strain gauges etc* have now helped the seismologists
to collect the informations about the interior of the earth* The
development of the long period instruments for the study of the
long period surface waves, free oscillations and normal

mode

data have helped in suplementing the informations already coll
ected earlier* The advent of the fast digital computers

have

given a new wind to these studies*
let the old classical methods of the study of

the

travel time, the first arrival time of the body waves at a rec
ording station, the S-P time intervals, amplitudes and spectral
analysis etc* have helped in developing a fairly good

model on

the structure of the earth's interior, which happens to be

the

basic foundation of the present day seismology*
The study of the travel times by the old classical
methods have more or less accurately fixed the two

first order

discontinuities at the crust-mantle boundary (first suggested
by A* Mohorovicic in 1909) at an average depth of 30 Km and the
core mantle boundary roughly at 2900 Km depth, although, this
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Is also not free from the regional variations like all

the

parameters about the Interior of the earth* For example, the
depth of the Mohorovicic discontinuity varies from 50 - 60 Km
In central Asia, about 45 Km la north America, 51 - 34 Km

In

Alaska, about 35 Kn In south Africa and around 10 - 11 Km

In

the oceanic areas (Richter,1958)* Similarly the depth of

the

base of the f

> mantle although seem to be fairly close to

2900 Km as suggested by Oldham and Qutenberg In 1906 and 1912
respectively, some of Its recent values seem to be around
2898 i 5 Km due to Jeffreys (Bullen,1967), 2890 Km (Johnson ,
1969)» 2885 Km (Buses,1#83) etc. Following Bullen's division
of the earth on seismic evidences, Including Byerly *a (1926)
"20° discontinuity*’, Dahm's, Bepetti’s, Lehman*s and various
other studies (Mercy,1967), the mantle region Is divided Into
three basic layers as B,C and D; the lowermost D region being
approximately known as the lower mantle, starting around 800
Km depth (Anderson,1967). The evidences from the seismic tra
vel time studies (Nlasl and Anderson,1965s Green and Hales,
196d{Lewl8 and Mayer,1968; Johnson,1967; Kanamorl,1967s Bautlan et al.,1978s Badimacher et al.,1983) have fairly establis
hed the large scale heterogeneities (though small but signifi
cant) In the B and C regions, supporting the findings
large number of early workers including Byerly,

of

a

Gutenberg,

Oldham, Bepetti, Lehman etc. (Bullen,1967). Bullen, however,
found the velocity variations In the D region, at least within
1000 - 2700 Km to be steady and normal, with a sharp

fall In

the last 100 - 200 Km subsequently necessitating a sub-division
of this region Into D* and D” (Bullen,1967)*

k
The study of the travel tine data ultimately culm
inated In the development of the sodela of the earth suggested
by Gutenberg and Jeffreys (Press,1966) and a standard travel
tise table due to Jeffreys and Bullen (1958 ).

1*2 P wave velocity sad lover aantle heterogeneity s

The earlier velocity distribution of Jeffreys and
Gutenberg shows a saooth variation of velocity throughout

the

lover aantle, although there were soae suggestions, as early as
1928, by Repetti about the presence of soae discontinuities
various depths Including the "Repettl discontinuity" at

at

970 Ka

(Johnson,1969) In the lover aantle region* But studies taken up
later (Chinnery and Toksos, 1967s Hales et al*,1968a} Johnson ,

1969 ) raised serious doubts about the hoaogeneity of the lover
aantle* Soae of the suggested discontinuities to date

Include

that due to Repettl, who observed abrupt changes in velocities
at 32*2°, 39 *4°, 65° and 77*5° and by Vvedenskaya and Balaklna
at 36 °- 42°, 51°- 53 °, 70° and at about 80° from a study of the
ratio of P waves to SH waves and SV waves to SH waves (Anderson,
1967} Johnson, 1969 )* There are others also suggesting the levels
of anoaaly at 39°, 52°, 69°, 79.5° and 89.5° (Carder,1964),

53°

and 59°(Hales et al*.1968a), 35°, 53° and 70°(Chinnery and
Taksds,1967) and also at 3**5°, ¥>.5°. 59*5°. 70*5° and

81.5°

(Johnson,1969) epieentral distances* Although these findings do
not natch In finer details, yet, considering the possible regi
onal variations, they give anple evidences against the
aantle

lover

homogeneity* It was Julian and Sengupta (1973) who put
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forward first « considerable body of evidences suggesting
doptb dependence of tho lovor auntie heterogeneity

tho

sad

identifying tho region aoar tho eoro aaatls boundary

also

as

aost

heterogenlous, lator agaia eeaflraod by aaothsr study (Seagupta
aad Tokaoa,1976)« Dsieweaskl (1984) uaod a sot of data (about

900,000 travel tiao rosiduals froa 9,000 event*) with

tiao -

tors approach for deriving aa asphorioal P velocity aodol for
tho

lower aaatls* 9 m aodol rsprssoats strong woloeity port*

urbatloas of 1 - 1*9% just bolov tho 670 Ka diseoatlnulty aad
Just abows tho eoss aaatls bouadary with lass psrturbatioas
aoar 2000 Ka depth* 9 m

ewnaaHos though oooa to bo w e l l

eoapariooa to those ia tho srust aad tho upper aaatls,

la
tho

rolo playod by thoa become quite sigaificaat whoa thsy a n
used to dstoralaa tho other propsrtloa liks density,

slastls

constoato otc. (Dalevoaskl ot al«,f9?2)* A sinoble

velocity

discontinuity at ths top of tho IP* layer (— 2700 K b ), with largo
aaoaaly eoaparablo to tho upper aaatls, has also boon suggested
(Lay,1987)*
Qeoa&gnetlc data indicates thoraal porturbatioa at
tho base of ths aaatls (McF&ddea aad Merril,1984)» Coastaacy of
tho ratio of tho aaatlo teaperature to the corresponding Debye
temperature, derived uaiag the Oruaelsen function in the lower
aaatlo, indicating the adiabatleity of ths region (Anderson,
1979), penetration of the upper aaatlo materials into the lower
aaatlo with soae stratification around 1900 Ka depth or deeper
aad also recycling of the continental

crust and oeeaale

crust aaterials through tho aaatlo (Davies,1986) aad higher si
lica content ia tho lover aaatlo region (liu,1979) have

also

6
been

advocated

pushing ths

Idsa

of

ths

lower

nantie

heterogeneity very far.

1*3 Anisotropy of tha nantie t

Ths attsnuatloa of ths aslsale energy lnslds ths
sarth Is generally expressed

by

a paraneter

Q

known as ths

quality factor* This factor also helps to visualise the aaelastlc properties of the aaterlals Inside* controlled by t h e m a l
and defect properties Influenced by t h e m a l conductivity* grain
else* defect concentration and nobility* diffusion

rate and /

or the relatively veak Intern tonic and Interdcfcet bodds at
grain boundaries (Jackson and Anderson*1970)*
Attenuation nechanlsns on crustal rocks has been
reviewed by Knopoff (196b) and by Gordon and Davies (1968)* who
found that In pelyerystalllns samples a hysteresis type of
attenuation night occur fron the friction at the grain bounda
ries* Knopoff and McDonald (1938) and Carpenter (Andrews
Shllen*1972) have developed linear viscoelastic nodsls

and
for

Q*

which they found to be constant over a broad frequency band*
The factor Q (or Q*“*) neasurlng the

dissipation

of the selsnie energy by absorption* scattering or through other
nechanlsns Is indicated by the amplitude variations of the
selsnlc eaves* However, the seperatlon of the effects of

the

source and the path on the selsnograns of an earthquake Is one
of the basic problens la selenology as regards the path effects
(attenuation) at the crust and the upper nantie
effect at shallow depth below the recording site

Including the
called

the
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•it# response* Tli* ratio Qp/Qs gives am idea about th* dlffereno* in attenuation mechanism b«tv**n tb* asthenospher* and th*
npp*r lithosphere (Frankel*1982; Hautlan *t al.,1978a; Anderson
•t al**1965)« Another technique of analysing aaplitud* of long
period aurfac* waves successively passing through a station to
find attenuation fr** from th* aboT* effects, have boon

us*d

suec*ssfully by Anderson and Archambeau (1964 )* Andarson *t al*
(1965), and hay* shown that th* factor Q for th* sh*ar
in th* *arth*s nantl* is considerably higher in th*

waves
lover

nsntl* than in th* upp*r nantl** Kovach and Anderson (1964) snd
Aadorson and Kovach (1964) used ScS and sScS phases to determin*

Q

for near n o m a l incidence from d*ep focus earthquakes

yielding alaost slsilar results* An attenpt by Anderson (Knopoff
1967) to correlate th*

for viscosity distribution

for

upper nantl* shoved that th* viscosity of th* lover nantl*

is

high* Slpkin and Jordan (1979) using cor* ScS phases noted th*
frequency dependence of
core

Qs

Qgeg« A period dependence of

inner

has also been observed by Anderson and Given

who also found low

Q

at the seisnic band at both top

(1981)
and the

botton of th* mantle* Nakamura and Koyana (1982) also observed
frequency dependence of lunar

Qp and

fron stable value and an increase of

and a decrease of Qp
Qg with the increase of

frequency*
However*

Q

is generally assumed to be independent

of frequency for short period waves at l e l l range of

frequen

cies* Tang (1968) used short period P pulses fron deep

focus

earthquakes* assuming the frequency independence of

within

Q

0*01 - 0*2 ops* He used spectral ratio technique to elemlnate
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the source and geometrical spreading effect
a nodal (F or Q), which shows a low

Q

and construe tad

in the uppar

ragion and gradually increasing to about 1900 Kn

aantla

depth

and

than dacraasing towards tha base of tha aantla* Ha fixed tha
Q factor at 100 near tha base of tha mantle, tha last

200 Kn

hawing an awaraga Q of about 190* Hula (1981) found

not to

be lass than 250 at tha base of the aantla for long period

F

waves*
The Q factor determined so fnr gives widely wary*
*

lag results depending upon tha type of wawas and tha range of
frequencies used* For example, Kananori (1967a,b,c) found tha
180 - 240

values of Q to be 410 - 650 for tha whole mantle,
above 8?0 Kn and 1600 - 6000 below 870 Kn depth for

P waves

of period 0*6 - 2*5 sacs* Kovach and Anderson (1984)
Anderson and Kovach (1964) determined the average

and

values of Q

for the whole mantle that fell in the range of 588 to 500 for
shear waves of period 1 0 - 5 0 secs* Takano (1971) on the other
hand found average Qp, to be around 800

+ 60 and average

be around 2000 ♦ 120 for period range 0*1 to 1*0 sec*

to

For

P

waves of frequency range 0*4 - 1*0 Hz, Choudhury (1972) found
T/Qo( S 1 at 55°, 75° and 85° epieentr&l distances* From a study
of

P wave spectra, Mohaanadioun (1967) found

indications

absorbant region between 650 and 950 Kn, 1800 and 2000

of

Kn and

at 2900 Kn depth* A similar feature of low Q (absorbant region)
is also reported by Sarnah (1975) near 950 - 1000 Kn

depth

corresponding to about 40 ° epicentral distance*
Jacjnon and Anderson (1970) had summarised in detail
the values of Q found by different workers using body

waves.
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surface waves and fraa oscillation data*

Recent studies

on

short period P saves show consistent frequency dependent nodels for the attenuation factor (Lay, 1987} Cormier, 1962).
PcP and ScS core phases studies (Bolt and Canas, 1985} Choy
and Cormier, 1986) although do not show a low Q sons near the
base of the mantle, a recent model (Shore, 1986) has such
feature like some earlier models*

a

Low Q values with increas

ed velocity heterogeneity in the D" region points to

the

scattering effect of the crust and the lithospheris materials
jiisint there due to gravity settling (Ihlte and Hoffman, 1982}
Davies, 198%)•
The "650 Km discontinuity", starting well below
700 Km with high silica content (Liu,1979) and with an observ
ed density jump of about

7% (Hart

et al*v 1976) probably

acts

as a thermal and/or chemical boundary layer, precluding

the

idea of the whole mantle convection (McKenzie and Veins, 1975}
McKensie and Richter,1981)*

k

double layer mantle convection

model with a quadrupolar convection mode is also suggested
(Busse, 1985)*

On the basis of the global gravity and seismic

data and density distribution, the most likely cause of the
lower mantle heterogeneity is thought to be due to the conve
ction in the lower mantle*

1*%

The present study s

Hero, an attempt has been made to study the dis
tribution of P wave velocity and Q with depth in the lower
mantle within 50°-

90°

epieentral distance rang**
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A study of the surface eaves gives sore reliable
informations about the heterogeneity of the crust and

the

upper nantie. However, the difficulties one faces about
interpretations of the surface wave and normal sods

the

data are

that they are functions of both shear and coapression&l

wave

velocities and density* Hence all global studies on the lateral
heterogeneity of the lover mantle relied sore on

the

travel

time anomalies oV the body eaves (Dzlewonski,19&4)• since they
sake the most direct measurment of the physical properties like
elastic constants, density, composition etc*
The aim of this study will be to find a P
velocity distribution with depth corresponding to the

wave

30°-

90°

eplcentr&l distance range from the first arrival P wave travel
time curves from four locations of nuclear explosions

in USA

and USSR and one each, shallow, medium and deep focus earthqua
kes in the northern and southern hemisphere. Another objective
of this study is alio to find the distribution of Q with depth
from the four n u d o a r events and the two shallow and deep focus
earthquakes from different regions of the earth1s surface

so

that samples of the parameters can be obtained covering major
parts of the earth* The P waves from earthquakes of magnitudes
around 6 or larger^ofj^ourse, are generally complex

and

the

source time function of nuclear explosions and earthquakes of
equivalent magnitudes are different* However, Choudhury (1972)
has shown, from the comparison of the negative spectral slopes
of the two types of events, that when frequencies

Omk

Hz are usedjhese complexities can be avoided

higher than
since

that case only the rise time of the signal will mainly

in
be
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analysed* So he utilised a frequency band of 0 *i* to 1*0 Hz in
his study, which has been followed in this study also*
In the present work sinple inversion Methods, used
successfully by sons workers, are used to obtain the velocity
• depth and Q - depth distributions as Mentioned- above.

The

results so obtained are then conpared with those of others*

«O SO "

